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Guilt or Shame: That is the Question
SHAME

An accumulation of memories,
conditioning events, fantasies, thoughts,
beliefs, expectations, and other phenomena

GUILT

 Behavioral: “I’ve done something wrong” failed to meet a standard
 Associated with remorse, sorrow, and sadness
 Produces reparative strategies with corrective behaviors.
 Stands on the platform of shame

Soul eating emotion (Jung)
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Who do I say that I am?

Guilt or Shame? That is the Question

 “I am bad” (sinful, disgraceful, damned, disgusting, dirty, perverted)

SHAME

 “I am defective” (flawed, damaged, broken, mistake, ugly, pathetic)
 “I am incompetent” (not good enough, loser, ineffective, inadequate,

 Identity: “I’m wrong”

weak, inadequate, useless, powerless)

 Cowers in shadows

 “I am unworthy” (insignificant, inferior)

 Pre-verbal

 “I am unlovable” (unappreciated, unacceptable, unwanted, pitiful).

 Origin is in the Fall; result of twisted truth
 Feel “exposed, vulnerable, devalued self-being, scrutinized, and found
wanting in the eyes of a devaluating other” (Zaslav, 1998)
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The Experience of Shame

A shameful event?

 Emotion (“to feel shame”)
 Cognition (“I am bad”)
 Body (“a sense of shame”)

OR

 Relational: (“to shame” & “be

shamed”).

A shame-based identity?
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To Be or Not to Be

The Right-Brain of Shame

 “Good girl/boy”

 “Rescuer”

 Attachment IWMs in RH of brain;

 “Naughty one”

 “Victim”

 “Difficult one”

 “Responsible one”

 “Crazy one”

 “Clever one”

 “Rebel”

 “Dumb one”

 “Super-achiever”

 “Clown.”

strongly connected to nervous
system & body
 Holds current & long-term coded
emotions linked to body &
relational memory
 “the well-spring of passion,
creativity, imagery, primary
process thinking, and
unconscious process” (DeYoung)

 “Scapegoat”

(Potter-Efron, 2007)
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DeYoung (2015)
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Clients must experience our
empathy, regulation of our
affect, ability to receive &
express non-verbal
communication, sensitivity
to register very slight
changes in another’s
expressions & emotion, &
immediate awareness of
one’s own subjective &
intersubjective experiences

 Early wounds damage RH
 Counselors must target RH

language rather than “rational”
and “logic” language of LH
 If can’t solve personal/relational
problems in RH, rely on LH.
But LH explicit analytical
reasoning can only contain &
manage not solve
DeYoung (2015)
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ATTUNEMENT

DeYoung (2015)
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Change comes from the right-brain
challenged-client as he is able to
contact, describe, and regulate his
own emotional experience

DeYoung (2015)
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Emotional & Attitude Markers of Shame

Fig-Leaving

 Distress (profound sadness, anxiety, anger, rage)

 Disavow shame

 Pride (arrogance, grandiosity, entitlement, self-righteousness)

 Distances from the painful

reality of being damaged.

 Low empathy, contempt (self-loathing)
 Negativity (cynicism, blame-shifting, hyper-focus on negative)

 Hiding

 Unfavorable attributions of other people (critical, judgmental)

 Construct a false self.

 Envy (prompted by hostility associated with feelings of inferiority)

 Inflated self

 Rigidity (legalistic, rule-governed)
 Perfectionistic to distract others from the shame.
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Shame is Formidable
 Clients are adept at masking shame

despite the excruciating internal
experience it creates.
 Often must identify and lower

defenses so shame can surface
 Subsequently, shame feelings are

nearly invisible to many clinicians.
 The underlying dynamics &

concomitant behaviors not well
understood by many counselors
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Shame is Formidable
 Activate a process of relational

soothing
 Shame is replaced with

acceptance
 Embody the mind of Christ. It is

into this space that we seek to
foster a corrective connection
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Task 1: Heal Thyself

Task 1: Enter the Relationship

 Awareness and acceptance of own shame
 Unproductive countertransference may find expression in anxiety,

 Presence

anger, resentment, contempt, and the like.

 Empathy &

 When you experience shame so does client
 “I’m not helping this person,” “I don’t know what I’m doing,” or “I’m
never good enough.”

compassion [coregulate]
 Reflection

 Be mindful of it and use it to consider what the client might be

experiencing.
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Task 1: Hyperfocus on Nonshaming

Task 1: Hyperfocus on Nonshaming

 Monitor the communication
 Guard your verbal and non-verbal responses.
 Since language is imbued with meaning, shamed clients often interpret
messages as shaming.
 Fear of exposure might negatively reframe handshakes, causal comments,
questions, humor, and affirmations arousing suspicion, diffidence, or
stiffness

 Avoid attempting to talk them out of “it.”
 Most shame-prone clients will negatively react if you attempt to show
them that they have worth.
 Leads to loss of credibility
 Be human
 Allowing them to see your faults, inadequacies, and anxieties might
assuage shame.
 Present yourself as an FHB (a Fallible Human Being) who needs God’s
mercy and grace as much as anyone.
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Task 1: Hyperfocus on Nonshaming

Task 1: Hyperfocus on Nonshaming

 No secrets
 Let them know that you will not keep secrets from them
 Encourage them to ask you anything about what is happening in
counseling.
 On one hand, they might think of this as a set up, but consistency &
honesty will slowly build trust.
 The bottom line is that shame-prone clients need you to be a one major
thread in building a dependable web of safety over the course of treatment.

 No-man’s land.
 Office is a neutral zone where typical social etiquettes do not exist.
 Shame can find a voice when the office space is a place to feel seen, heard,
valued, and affirmed unlike the outside world.
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 Prepare for exams.
 Extremely test our trustworthiness
 Some clients are conscious of these tests while others are not.
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Task 1: Hyperfocus on Nonshaming

4-Rs

 Post-session effects.
 Prepare client for the
likelihood of shaming self and
experiencing high anxiety
from opening-up
 Post-session shaming serves to
reinforce shame.

 Recognize the autonomic state
 Respect adaptive response
 Co-Regulate with client toward ventral vagal
 Restorying
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Task 2: Enter the Story
 Humans are storytellers.
 Through story we express our

personalities, emotions, afflictions,
strengths, weaknesses, passions, values,
and life themes.
 Everyone has a story they tell
themselves, which creates meaning
from the past, the present, & future.
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Task 2: Enter the Story

Task 2: Enter the Story

 Shame is primarily implicit, right brain

 Attempting to speak logic to a right-brain controlled story won’t

work.

dominant.
 Left brain involves the plot, structure,
and order to the story.
 Right brain brings context, emotions,
emotional expression, & intuition.
 At this stage, it is the feeling-oriented
right side that is of most interest.
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 Accept the unacceptable and possess a curious interest in the story’s

unfolding.
 Goal is to re-story the client’s story
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Task 3: Explore, Recognize, Label Shame
 Disconnected from self
 Numerous shame assessment

inventories
 The Distress Tolerance Scale

(Simons & Gaher, 2005)
 Assess FOO – woven in

autobiographical memory
(Pinto-Gouveia & Matos, 2011)
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FOO: Assess Stories about Needs

Task 3: Elicit Unexpressed & Avoided Shame

 “What happens in your family when

 Facing the avoidance

you needed something or expressed a
need?”
 “Was it fine to want and need
something and hope to get it?”
 “Or was it important not to need too
much?”
 “How are family members who asked
for what they need viewed by others?”

 Escape plan
 Draw them out
 “I’ve been reflecting on the very significant topics we’ve been discussing

this past month, and I was wondering if any areas come to mind that we
haven’t talked about.” “You’ve really been pushing yourself to explore
topics that are intensely painful. Can you imagine anything that you
wouldn’t feel you can bring in here?”
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Task 3: Elicit Unexpressed & Avoided Shame
 Help them express feelings
 “I wonder if it is scary when I ask you how you are feeling” (validates the
feeling of exposure).
 “As you were talking about how critical your mother was to you, I’m aware of
how degrading that must have felt” (is a means of directing the client to
internal experience).
 Locate in their bodies (e.g., Focusing)
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Task 4: Processing & Treating Shame

Task 4: Processing & Treating Shame
 The practice of vulnerability in both men and women is one of the most
effective ways to uncover feelings of shame and dispel the cognitive
distortions of isolation and hiding.
 Shame box
 Impact exercise
 Truth box
 Parts are parts
 Practice vulnerability
 God & self-compassion
 GI: Meeting with Jesus
 Two chair critic

 Feel feelings
 Translate into words their preverbal, global reaction to shame thereby

expediting the development of a more logical, differentiated thought
process.
 Clients need to reevaluate their global negative self-attributions

 Use cognitive and emotional techniques
 Psychoeducation
 Neuroplasticity of the brain
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Task 5: Transformation & Spiritual Disciplines
 Ultimate life goal: Transformation

through Christ
 Move from trying to bring about a

good self-concept to a healthy Godconcept
 Take full advantage of spiritual
disciplines
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